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The 7th Grade GeoBee By Ananya Sairanganthan 

At this point in your middle school lives, you may have heard of the              

National Geographic Bee, otherwise known as the GeoBee. All schools, not           

only this school, but schools from the entire United States, will be            

competing in this tight competition. The ultimate prize is not only a gold             

medal, but a $50,000 scholarship, a lifetime membership to National          

Geographic, and a trip for two to a country in the world for free, with               

all-expenses. The primary rounds are about states, state birds, nature,          

weird but true facts, world history, an odd one out, and culture. The             

questions are very challenging, but they are at our level. 

We had the school-wide competition in December, before winter break.          

During that time, everyone in our school was given a chance to answer the              

7 rounds of the competition. Some people were 6 for 7, others were 4 or 5                

for 7, and others tried their best. Twelve people went 7 for 7 becoming the               

school semi-finalists. The semi-finalists were: Sahil Desai, Lindsay        

DiNenna, Abby Duersch, Izzy Glonek, Olivia Hoang, Brian Holland, Owen          

Holland, Kate Huntington, Luke Huntington, Luke McCready, David        

Miscavage, and Aleyah Nour.  

On January 16, these 12 smart semi-finalists put their geography          

knowledge to the test in the semi-finals       

round. Thanks to the semi-final round, we       

finally knew the top 10 finalists. They       

were: Sahil Desai, Lindsay DiNenna, Abby      

Duersch, Izzy Glonek, Olivia Hoang, Brian      

Holland, Owen Holland, Luke Huntington,     

Luke McCready, and David Miscavage. See      

page 3 for a picture of the 10 finalists. 

On January 19th, these 10 finalists      

competed to figure out who the school champion was.         

Congratulations to Luke Huntington in Mr. Young’s class        

for being our 2018 GeoBee school champion, and to our          

runner-up, David Miscavage also in Mr. Young’s class.        

Luke will now take the written multiple choice portion of          

the GeoBee to try and make the state test, and then go            

to the national finals to try and win the $50,000 dollar           

prize. I want to give a big shout out to Mr. Adams, Mrs.             

Custer, Mr. D’Orazio, Mrs. Erb, Mrs. Snelling, and Mr.         

Young for another successful GeoBee season. 
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GeoBee Top Ten for 2018 

 
From left to right - Brian Holland, Lindsay DiNenna, Izzy Glonek, Olivia Hoang, Abby              

Duersch, Owen Holland, Luke Huntington, Luke McCready, David Miscavage, and Sahil           

Desai. 

 

Science: 2nd Marking Period By Jack Panarella 

This marking period we learned a lot in science. We found out a lot about macromolecules,                

which are lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates. We learned details about            

them such as their monomers, or building blocks. We conducted experiments, such as the              

paper bag test. Using the information gathered from these tests we were able to gather               

information to answer the following questions; how do macromolecules work, how do they             

affect us, what are examples of macromolecules? This marking period we thoroughly            

explored the answers to these questions. 

More recently, however, we have been focused on different types of diffusion, such as              

facilitated diffusion and osmosis, or diffusion of water. With the recent gummy bear             

experiment, we observed how osmosis works      

through a semipermeable membrane,    

however this is not the first time this concept         

has appeared. We learned about osmosis at       

the beginning of the year but not this detail.         

We have also focused on different types of        

active transport, such as endocytosis and      

exocytosis. We have learned a decent bit       

about active and passive transport, we still       

have a lot to learn that will continue through         

the third marking period, and ultimately      

through life.  
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Best of Math 2018 Second Marking Period  

By Aaron Karalus Jr 

 

In my opinion, math was one of the best subjects for           

the second marking period. There were a lot of         

valuable things that were taught to us. We learned new          

things such as definitions, how much of a tip to give a            

worker, and we also learned how to solve algebraic         

expressions.  

First we learned definitions. Some of these definitions        

were complementary angles, alternate interior angles,      

supplementary angles, and many more. Second, we       

learned how to figure out the right amount of tip to           

leave a worker. One would get the total of the bill, then            

multiply the total by the percentage of the tip you want to leave (for example 20%) in                 

decimal form (0.20). Then that would give you the right amount of tip to leave the                

worker. Third, we learned how to solve algebraic expressions. We would see if an angle               

was a 90 degrees angle or a 180 degrees angle. Then we would add up the degrees                 

shown. Afterword we would subtract 180 or 90 degrees (depends on what type of angle it                

is) by the total of the two numbers. Finally, we would turn any negative into a positive                 

and that would be what X (or any letter) equals.  

My favorite part of math in the second marking period was when the teachers would help                

a student and they would not give up until the student understood the question asked. 

 

 
Algebra Second Marking Period  
By Kyle Stapf and Rilan Gable  

 

We learned many new things this marking period. We learned how to do the FOIL (First,                

outer, inner, last) method EXAMPLE: (x+3)(x+2). We also learned proportions EXAMPLE:           

2/3=x/18. In chapter 6 we learned how to solve mathematical          

equations with two variables EXAMPLE: x+y=23 and y=2x-6. Some         

two variable methods are graphing, equivalent equations,       

substitution and elimination. So far in chapter 7 we have learned           

about and  EXAMPLE: (⇙Picture).x Δ yΔ  

We have recently finished our midterms, a test for the middle of the             

year to recap the first half of the year. Doing that helped us finish              

the second marking period. What will we learn next? Find out in            

marking period three! 
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What We learned in Social Studies  
By Dante DeGuardia and Ja-Nica Smith 

 

In the second marking period, we have learned a lot about           

geography, as well as how the United States came to be and how             

Canada formed as a country. For example, we learned about different           

waterways in the United States such as the Mississippi River and how            

the Great Lakes formed. We also learned about waterways in Canada           

like the St. Lawrence Seaway.  

In the second marking marking period, we also learned about the           

Oregon Trail and what people had to do just to have a better life in               

America. We also learned about the Trail of Tears and how Native            

Americans were forced to move away from homelands. 

One of the last things we learned about was about how populated the world really is and                 

how much resources it consumes as well as climate changes and polar ice caps melting. 

 

Classe de Francais By Dylan Clark and Kaitlyn Ferry 

 

We first started our marking period with learning nationalities and ethnicities. We spent             

three days learning about how to tell somebody our nationalities and the ethnicities as              

well. Several weeks later we started learning about how to say French emotions. The              

students in the French class started to express their emotions in French sentences. We              

later focused on days of the week and months of the year. We learned about the entire                 

calendar and started writing the dates in French. Soon we started learning how to tell time                

in French. We started off with learning the traditional twelve hour clock, then we focused               

on the twenty-four hour time expressions. During the holiday time, we learned about how              

the French celebrate holidays, like Christmas and Mardi Gras. Afterward we learned the             

French colors. We started off learning traditional colors of the rainbow, then we learned              

common colors like gold and silver. We started learning about how to tell the weather in                

French, like rainy and sunny. We are currently learning nouns in the classroom and              

genders of objects. We can not wait to see what new lessons we will focus on in the third                   

marking period.  

 

The Challenges of Human Interaction  
By Vedika Patel and Ananya Sairanganthan  

 

Throughout the year, we have been through many texts and have           

read two anchor texts, The Giver and The Outsiders. The main ideas            

of the first and second marking periods were The Principals of a Just             

Society and The Challenges of Human Interaction. In unit two, there           

were many texts such as “The Teacher Who Changed My Life,” “The            

Ransom of Red Chief,” “Oranges,” “The Dangers of Social Media,”and even did a TDA on               

the story “Amigo Brothers.” In contrast to the first marking period unit project, which was               

based on the rules of a utopia, this marking period, the unit project was based off of                 

songs that reflected human challenges. For the next unit and marking period, many             

teachers have already started their students with the anchor text of the next unit, The               

Hobbit. 
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7th 
Grade and 6th 

Grade: Compared By Kaitlyn Ferry 

 

When we transferred from 6th 
grade to 7th grade, it brought up many challenges for us to    

 
  

 
          

overcome. Thankfully, many of these challenges have subsided, from us becoming more            

used to our routine, more responsible, and overall used to the changes. For the past four                

months, we have been making new friends, becoming more aware of our school and              

responsibilities, and learning. But, 6th 
grade and 7th 

grade are nothing alike. Consequently,    
 

  
 

     

these two years have many great differences. 

One major difference is the amount of responsibility we have. We have to manage our               

time in hallways, by our lockers, and time walking. We do not have anybody telling us                

what binders to bring where and when, so we must remember our binders ourselves. We               

also have new specials like family consumer science (FCS) and tech ed. In 6th grade we             
 
   

also did not have to change for gym or have uniforms in general. Starting in 7th 
grade we               
 

  

also got to choose a foreign language, if qualified, an option that was not available for us                 

in 6th 
grade. 

Graduating from 6th 
grade to 7th 

grade was a challenge with many great difficulties. But,  
 

  
 

         

as time continues to pass, we slowly become more comfortable with the new classes and               

experiences. Even though, these two grades had many great difficulties, everyday we            

overcome some more. 

 

Outsider’s Day By Vedika Patel  

 

Everyone has read the anchor book of this marking period, The           

Outsiders. Did you know that The Outsider’s is based on a true            

story? This is a great story and many people prefer this novel to The              

Giver. The Outsiders has many sad and angering twists.  

The story is about a boy named Ponyboy and all of his greaser             

friends. Even though their social class is not something to be proud            

of, they are not ashamed of it. The greasers and Socs get into many              

fights with each other and a member of the greasers named Johnny            

was traumatized by his encounter of getting “jumped.” When he and           

Ponyboy were in the lot, the Socs came and attacked and in defense             

Johnny killed a Soc. With the help of another gang member, Dally,            

Johnny and Ponyboy run away to an abandoned church that          

eventually catches fire and sends Johnny to the hospital. After a           

rumble, Dally and Ponyboy go to see Johnny right before he dies.            

Later, Darry, Ponyboy’s oldest brother, gets a call and finds out that            

Dally is running away from the police. When they go to save him, Dally points an empty                 

gun at the police and they shoot him to save themselves. Throughout all of this, Ponyboy                

and Darry become closer as brothers and also with Sodapop as a family. 

In honor of the book, there was a designated school spirit day. People took sides and                

dresses up either as a greaser or a Soc. The outfits were very creative and many people                 

took part, including the teachers. Mrs. Rotondo’s reading class even participated in an             

Outsiders-themed breakout box. Even though many teams did not breakout of the box, it              

was an exciting battle against the clock. Some classes spent class time watching the              

movie or other The Outsiders related activities. 
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5th and 6th Grade Tutoring By Carter Wilson 

 

I have been doing the 5/6 tutoring for, wow, three          

months. I can’t believe I’ve been doing it that long! I go            

on Wednesdays every week. Seventh grade calls it        

‘tutoring,’ but it is helping Mrs. Pendleton with Homework         

Club. All of the kids are polite that come on Wednesday.           

You go around and help the students through difficulties         

in their homework. There are about ten students on your          

average Wednesday afternoon. Normally, I attend a club        

beforehand so I am occupied. Otherwise, I stay at the 7th           

grade homework club and do mine. We only have 2          

helpers, but he and I can’t make it every week, so all of us would appreciate help. 
 

 

Random Acts of Kindness By Kyle Stapf 

Random Acts of Kindness, or R.A.K for short, is a foundation that            
makes huge strides towards building a kinder world.. R.A.K does acts           
of kindness for others and does not make or raise any money. The             
foundation was formed by Gary Dixon, who has a master’s degree in            
communications. 
People who help the foundation do acts of kindness are called           
RAKtivists. RAKtivists do different activities including singing holiday        
carols to the elderly and handing out candy canes and cookies in front             
of stores. I do some of these kind activities and I feel very rewarded              
from doing it. I challenge you to try and do these activities for R.A.K too,               
and you too may feel very happy afterwards. 
Our school is doing something similar called RAM-dom Acts of Kindness. We are challenged              
with a sheet of 16 random kind acts to do, and the first class to have every student finish the                    
kind acts gets an open gym period.  

 

Operation Backpack By Andrew Reiter and Kyle Stapf 

 

Operation Backpack is an organization that distributes meals to local          

children in need on the weekends. The preferred food is microwavable           

food and easily opened snacks. The SF class of 2023 made a goal to raise               

2,023 items of food. The fundraiser lasted a little over a week. Though             

the goal was not met, over a thousand items of food got donated. 
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Interview with the Lost and Found By Kaitlyn Ferry 

 

Recently, I went down to the lost and found and took some pictures and interviewed some                

items. I asked questions like, “How did somebody lose you?” or “How long have you been                

in the lost and found?”  

 

Q: How did you get lost? 

A: I was left outside the bounce house. I was taken off and             

never put back on. When the person who bought me came           

back, they ran off and never came back. They left with           

someone else’s sneakers instead of me. The person’s sneakers         

she left with was looking for their sneakers and saw me. They            

walked away frustrated and confused. 

 

Q: How long have you been here? 

A: I’ve been here since the last extravaganza. I was left outside all night, until somebody                

picked me up and placed me here. 

 

 

Q: How did you get lost? 

A: I was left in last period right before the bell. The person who              

carried me ran out of the room; leaving me behind. They came            

back looking for me but I was already here. 

 

Q: How long have you been here? 

A: Since December, the ice cubes have melted into the water           

and the ice packs are melted by now. I’ve been here since            

before winter break.  

 

Q: Do you have any hopes for the future of the lost and found? 

A: I hope for all the items in the lost and found, including me, to eventually end up back                   

with their original owners. 

 

So please check the lost and found wall today and reunite lost items with their person! 

 

Calling All Actors By Siena Johnson 

 

If you think school play is just not enough, well you're in luck - there is an organization                  

out there just for you! M.C.T., Methacton Community Theater, is a community theater             

company that has actors from the ages of 8 to 80 who love to perform. All of their shows                   

are directed by wonderful and inspiring directors. They are always looking for people with              

the most random talents. Rehearsals often go late and there is sometimes practice on              

weekends so it definitely takes a lot of dedication.  

 

M.C.T is looking for new actors, backstage support, and audience members. Some of their              

upcoming shows are Beauty and the Beast, and Hunchback of Notre Dame. Being in these               

shows have been an amazing experience and makes you feel truly like an actor. For more                

information go to www.methactoncommunitytheaters  

http://www.methactoncommunitytheaters/
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Student Government By Carter Wilson 

 

Student Government is a great     

group for students to join. We      

help organize activities for the     

school and for students. One     

day when we held a meeting,      

we created the “THINK”    

bulletin board outside of Lab     

258. We spent 20 minutes     

brainstorming ideas for what    

should go on the board. We      

spent the rest of the time putting up the poster. We have come up with many ideas since                  

we started. I can’t reveal any plans, but be prepared for more things from Student               

Government this school year.  

 

 

Mardi Gras-World Language Club By Kaitlyn Ferry 

 

The World Language Club this month was dedicated to Mardi          

Gras, a French celebration, typically celebrated in February. We         

ate King Cake, crowned two Queens, and made our own          

feathery masks. We celebrated Mardi Gras like they do in          

Louisiana, instead of the classic French way.  

We started off the celebration by making feathery masks. Some          

people who attended brought in feathers or a dollar to help pay            

for some the supplies needed for the event. We decorated our           

masks with glitter and feathers, to make them look like they do            

at the celebration.  

Second, we ate King Cake. King Cake, (La Galette des Rois in            

French) is a classic french tradition with two variations. The first type of King Cake, is a                 

type of pastry with a filling that tastes like almonds. The second type of traditional King                

Cake, is a stuffed brioche bread, topped with fruit that is candied. A tiny figurine is placed                 

into the cake before it bakes. Whoever find this figurine is crowned King Or Queen of the                 

party. We celebrated with two cakes, and two figurines.  

Since both teachers running the World Language Club will be gone for the next months,               

World Language Club will be resuming in the spring.  
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Orchestra’s Back in Business! By Ananya Sairanganthan 

 

Now that the orchestra has finished doing their winter concert and learned a few holiday               

songs, it’s time to start getting back to business for our spring concert. While the 8th                

graders are still ruling the orchestra with their high aptitude knowledge, we as 7th graders               

are right behind them. This second half of the year is not only serious, but also fun                 

because we get to learn new pieces on our instruments. And, we have more to worry                

about too, which puts all of our training into overdrive. 

One of the many things we learn about is how to shift. Shifting is actually really cool                 

because the violins get to use their E string, which is their highest string, to go even                 

higher into what would be their B string and beyond. The violas and cellos, on the other                 

hand, are going to learn how to use their A string to go even higher into what would’ve                  

been their E string and beyond. And, you get a 4th finger fingertape in the process, too!                 

We also have harder music this time, because we have until May to perfect it, and we                 

know way more than the beginning of the year. And, sometime in the spring, we have our                 

first informal concert. Cool, right? 

Next issue, I’ll talk about what’s happening as we get closer to the concert, and also about                 

our Hershey Park trip in the spring. There will also be a portion that talks about our String                  

Jamboree, how we’re preparing, and also I’ll tell all the background information about our              

songs. Until then, stay tuned (get it?). 

 

Black Panther Review  By Jack Panarella 

 

Black Panther was an amazing, cinematic masterpiece. The movie         

has an excellent plot, fast paced action scenes, some hilarious          

jokes, and stunning visual effects. All of the characters in Black           

Panther were amazing. The story follows a young king, T’Challa          

(Chadwick Boseman), ruling his kingdom of Wakanda after the         

(Spoiler Alert) death of his father in Captain America: Civil War.           

Everything seems to be going well, however a new villain arises named Erik Killmonger              

(Michael B. Jordan). The compelling storyline has a few great plot twists, but not so many                

that it ruins the movie. The last battle in the movie has some truly astounding action, as                 

well as all the other action sequences in this fantastic film. From all the Marvel movies I                 

have seen, or movies in general, Black Panther I believe has some of the best action                

scenes.  

The movies’ comedy is truly outstanding. One of the movie’s numerous great jokes,             

references a classic vine made in 2015. Another great joke is everytime F.B.I. Agent              

Everett K. Ross (Martin Freeman) comes across a piece of unfamiliar Wakandan tech. An              

example of this is where Okoye (Danai Gurira) tells Everette flying a Wakandan plane is               

just as easy as riding a hoverbike, to which Everett hilariously responds “You have              

hoverbikes here?” Another great part are the visual effects, an example of this is when the                

Black Panther firsts enters Wakanda and we, the moviegoer, are treated to the most              

glorious views of the kingdom. Other spectacular examples are the visual effects used for              

most of the Black Panther’s technology. This movie was one of a kind in many ways.  
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The Year Book By Siena Johnson  

 

The place where all our school pictures go, the place where memories are shared, is none                

other than the yearbook. For most of our school years there was a staff of teachers to                 

make our yearbook complete, but this year the students have a special opportunity.             

Instead of the staff taking the lead, the students do.  

There is a special club called the “yearbook club” where students get to design, take               

photos and be a part of the 2017-2018 yearbook. The students in the yearbook club all                

have very diverse opinions which only makes the yearbook more wonderful.  

I got the opportunity to interview some of the students in the yearbook club. Each student                

does 2-3 pages in the yearbook depending on how many students signed up for the club.                

The students say that some of their favorite parts of designing the yearbook are to take                

photos, seeing your hard work in action, as well as being able to be a part of something                  

that people will keep for the rest of their lives.  

Though the students have a large role in the yearbook the teachers do too. The teachers                

are there to edit, chaperone, organizing payments and prices, and of course make sure no               

one is left out. The yearbook club is a great place where everyone gets to share their                 

creative ideas on the yearbook.  
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Girls Basketball  By Ananya Sairanganthan 

 

The girls basketball team played from December through February. Tryouts were held at             

the beginning of December. This group of girls is very dedicated to basketball and have               

played it for a long time, maybe even their whole lives. They faced and won over many                 

opponents from schools everywhere across our area, and to do that, they went to practice               

everyday after school. These girls were also very committed and did everything in their              

power to make sure that this season was an undefeated season.  

Practice for basketball, just like any other school sport, runs from after-school until             

approximately 5:00 every Monday-Friday. They rotate between the 7th grade center and            

the 8th grade center because the 8th grade gym is smaller than our gym which gives                

more room to move around. Also, the boys and the girls rotate between our gym and their                 

gym because the boys need to practice in our gym too. The main parts in basketball are                 

passing, when you give the ball to someone else after you get it, dribbling, when you                

bounce the ball with your fingertips to give it more control, defense, when you try to block                 

the other team when they have the ball, offense, when someone from your team tries to                

shoot the ball, and shooting the ball into the net.  

The committed, talented girls that made the team were: Maddie Andrus, Karly Cabot,             

Regan Cleary, Lexi DiCicco, Eva Engro, Izzy Glonek, Kylie Kott, Talia Mustaccio, Madison             

Pierce, Riley Quinn, Megan Robbins, Heaven Steytler, Maddox Stone, Lauren Wilchacky,           

and Sierra Zielinski. Their manager was Ashley O’Shaughnessy. If you didn’t try out this              

year, then consider trying out next year. Who knows? You might make the team and be                

one of the top players! 

 

Mystery Photos 

Can you identify these mystery photos put together by our staff? 

 

 


